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1

PURPOSE AND DECISION REQUIRED

1.1 The presentation attached to this paper sets out an overview of transport
arrangements during the 2012 Games, following a request by the Panel at its
meeting on 12 July 2011 for an update on Olympic transport and Games
preparation.
2

RECOMMENDATION

2.1 The Panel is asked to NOTE the presentation.
3

CONTACT

3.1 Contact: Leon Daniels, Managing Director, Surface Transport
Number: 020 3054 0178
Email:
LeonDaniels@tfl.gov.uk
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TfL has invested £6
£6.5bn
5bn in transport inffrastructure capacity enhancements to
support the Games
All major projects now complete
Recent highlights:
– Jubilee line signalling upgrade: 33%
% capacity increase. Completed July 20
– DLR 3-car operation: 50% capacity increase.
i
Completed May 2011
– DLR extension from Canning Town to
t Stratford International. Completed
August 2011

– London Overground upgrade from Richmond
R
to Stratford: 50% more capacit
Completed April 2011

– New northern ticket hall at Stratford Regional station. Completed Septembe
2011
– Step-free access at Green Park and Southfields Tube stations, both serving
Games venues. Completed
p
August
g t 2011
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the
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• Lo
ocal Area Traffic Management Plans are
be
eing developed by LOCOG to handle the
sp
pecial requirements around venues

e Olympic and Paralympic Route Networks (ORN/PR
RN)
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ames Family’ members efficiently and safely, meeting
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urney time commitments contractually required by the IOC
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– Active management of the road network from LSTC
CC

– Changes to signal timings

– Banned turns to and from side roads

– Removal of some parking and loading bays

– ‘Games lanes’ for Games Family and emergency
ming
vehicles only, where absolutely necessary and form
just one third of the whole ORN in London, or 0.3 pe
er
centt off London’s
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– Planned road works banned from March 2012

– Teams on standby for emergency utility issues and
break downs

ormal Consultation on ORN is now complete, and
atutory consultation of Traffic Regulation Orders is now
w
der way
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Central London will host numerous spo
orts events and be the heart of non-spor
festivities (e
(e.g.
g Hyde Park Live Site)
With so much happening in central London, the area will require careful
management to ensure the efficient an
nd safe flow of people and vehicles
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businesses,
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BUT the impact of the Games will vary substantially by time and place
TfL is modelling expected demand everry 15 minutes throughout the Games

Significant changes in behaviour will be
e needed at certain places at certain time
Large parts of London will not be affecte
ed by the Games
School holidays will reduce demand by 10%, and road traffic falls during major
events anyway
y y
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W
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• TfL is deliverin
ng a comprehensive engagement programme for emp
in areas affecte
ed by the Games

• Businesses are
e being provided with detailed information on how the
Games may afffect them,
them and are being encouraged to adapt staff tr
arrangements and optimise delivery, service and freight activities.
• Three strands are under way:

– Site-specifiic advice (SSA) for firms employing over 200 staff in a
single locattion affected by the Games. 420 businesses have now
signed up to
t receive SSA, covering nearly 520,000 employees a
already excceeding the initial 500,000 person target

– Multisite ad
dvice for companies employing over 200 staff in multip
locations,, e.g.
e g retail outlets,, restaurant chains. 78 such compani
p
have so farr signed up

– Free worksshops for companies of less than 200 staff. 215 SMEs
already sig
gned up

• Businesses ca
an also visit business pages on the 2012 website for m
advice and an online travel planning tool

• Current researrch indicates that 30% of respondents "very likely" to
change travel behaviour, while DfT's "Operation Footfall" achieved a
positive change by its staff

Freight
g is a critical consideration, owing
g to the
anticipated high levels of traffic in central
London, the disruption caused by the ORN,
and the fact that increased economic activity
during the Games may demand more
deliveries than usual
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g with the Road Haulage
g
Association, the Freight Transport Association
and freight operators to implement a
comprehensive freight strategy for the Games,
covering all activities from depot to destination

TfL has convened a freight working group,
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g industry
y leader ((Graham
nglis, CEO of DHL Supply Chain), to
encourage the industry to participate in
developing practical solutions

Office of Traffic Commissioner, in collaboration
with TfL, written to all freight Operator’s
Licence holders to advise them to p
plan for
how the Games may affect their operating
restrictions
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enabled.
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Councils to modify th
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DfT has also prepare
ed an
amendment to the Goods
Vehicle Act, now in Parliament
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Delivery location
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to take deliveries of
non-perishable good
in advance of the
Games and to receive
deliveries during the
Games outside the
busiest times
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Operational plans for the
t Games are now being
thoroughly tested
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Information is being provided to businesses to
enable them to plan around hot spots
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This is a big logistical exercise but preparations
are on-track – we will be ready
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